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Outline 

• Sources of conflicts between different sub-

surface owners 

• Types of dispute 

• Two examples 

– Pore space ownership and CCS 

– Stratigraphic severance and trespass 



Sources of conflict 

• Creation of severed estates (freehold) 
• Eg reservation of mines and minerals  

• Reservation of “coal, petroleum and valuable 
stone” 

• Crown leasing practices  
• Eg separate dispositions for petroleum and natural 

gas and more recently oil sands\bitumen 

• Stratigraphic splits 
• Deep rights reversions at end of primary term 

• Shallow rights reversions 

• Standard practice in farmout agreements 



Types of disputes 

• Severed estates (freehold & leasing) 
• What is part of the surface estate what is part of the mineral 

estate (pore space ownership?) 

• “coal, petroleum and valuable stone” – who owns the gas? 

• Separate estates for coal and natural gas (who owns the 
CBM?) 

• Competing priority claims between different owners 
– Subsurface vs surface 

– Petroleum vs natural gas 

– Bitumen vs natural gas 

– CCS vs hydrocarbon production 

– Gas storage and adjacent oil well drilling 

• Stratigraphic splits 
• What constitutes sub-surface trespass? 

• Disputes as to whether a well producing from deep rights or 
shallow rights. 



Example 1: pore space ownership (CCS or 

natural gas) (Alberta) 

 
– Strong interest in CCS 

– A desire to clarify rules early 

– Some uncertainty (pre-Star Weald) as to ownership of 
pore space for CCS  

– & whether surface or mineral (80% Crown, 20% 
private) then the problem of multiple consents (& 
holdouts) 

– Political decision taken to deem pore space as having 
always been vested in the Crown, no compensation 

• Offers benefit of a single owner and single leasing system 

• Preempts long-drawn out possible litigation 

• Decision made before investment backed expectations arise 



CCS & priority 

• The regulatory scheme 

• CCS projects must be approved by the 

energy regulator (ERCB) 

• Province established a priority rule 

– Before approving a project applicant must 

satisfy the ERCB that the project will not 

interfere with (a) recovery or conservation of 

oil or gas, (b) an existing use of the formation 

for storage purposes. 



Example 2: a stratigraphic severance and trespass 

• Xerex v Petro-Canada (2005) 
– PC held the shallow rights, Xerex the deep rights (both Crown) 

• PC’s well licensed by ERCB; ERCB practice allows shallow rights 
holder “an overhole allowance” – permission to drill 15 m into the 
deep rights to allow for logging and testing 

– PC drilled into the deep rights  

• Core samples every 1 meter 

• Concluded that productive of oil 

• Opened negotiations with Xerex but failed to disclose results of 
testing or that had over drilled 

• Drilled an additional 7 metres 

• Agreement ultimately concluded in which Xerex transferred its 
licence to PC in return for a GOR 

• Production obtained from deep rights but royalty never paid 

• Xerex serendipitously discovers the facts & commences action 



The Decision (CA) 

• An actionable misrepresentation 
– PC had no duty to disclose but was not entitle to tell 

only half the story 

• PC in breach of a fiduciary duty! 
– Xerex’s lease gave it the “exclusive right to drill for 

win, work and recover” the deep rights 

– PC’s incidental right to work (15m) did not afford it the 
right to acquire information about the shallow rights 
for its purpose 

– But PC’s well licence and “overhole allowance” 
created a vulnerability & the overall circumstances 
justified the conclusion that X might reasonably have 
expected PC to act in X’s best interest. 



The Decision (2) 

• What did the duty require here: 
– [80] We find that the duty imposed on PC … when it went to 

negotiate the purchase and sale of the Deep Rights, was to 
disclose that it had drilled into them, and to answer any 
questions X might have had about what might have been seen 
or discovered. To allow PC to negotiate with X, without first 
telling X what it had done, or what it had found, would encourage 
the practice in the industry of ignoring licences and legal 
boundaries in pursuit of self-interest.  

• Was there a trespass? 
– The 15 metres – perhaps part of an implied right to work 

– The additional 7 metres, clearly a trespass on X’s profit a 
prendre 



Remedy 

• Rescission not appropriate because of 
intervention of 3P 

• Damages should be measured on the 
basis of the type of deal that X would have 
obtained had PC made full disclosure 

– A 50\50 farmout 

– X entitled to 50% of net profits over projected 
life of the property: $8 million 

– 2005 ABCA 224 (CanLii)  



Conclusions 

• Clarity in language of severance & associated 
rights to work 

• The different roles of Crown vesting legislation 
– Distributional 

– Efficiency 

• Establish clear priority rules as between severed 
estates 

• Severed estates may increase risks for 
operators 
– Private law may be able to help manage those risks 


